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CommentaryA Primordial Structure
Underlying Amyloid
[3]. They too have strands perpendicular and extensive
hydrogen bonding parallel to, in this case not the fiber
axis, but the long axis of the domain. The evolved right-
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University of London handed  helices have 22 core residues and three 
Mile End Road strands per turn, two forming a  sandwich and one
London E1 4NS normal to the sandwich, and the three parallel sheets
United Kingdom resulting from the stacking of helical turns are quite flat
[4]. Polyglutamine may form a water-filled nanotube, but
as the majority of proteins that form amyloid vary in
hydrophobicity along their length, the hydrophobic ef-The parallel  helix is a good model of the “primordial”
fect will cause hydrophobics to come together with thestructure underlying amyloid: incompatible sequences
exclusion of water, this will be accompanied by collapsecan spill out as loops between the helical turns, and the
of the circular cross-section of the helix, and the resul-cross-section and internal hydration can vary according
tant structures may resemble the evolved parallel  heli-to the nature of the amyloid-forming sequence.
ces even more strikingly. Whereas polyglutamine fibrils
do not give a 10 A˚ equatorial reflection (reflection per-Alzheimer’s and variant Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease are
pendicular to the fiber axis), most amyloid fibrils do [5],just two of the debilitating illnesses caused by the aber-
an observation consistent with the formation of the rant deposition of proteins in the form of amyloid fibrils
sandwich structure as a result of the proposed hy-or plaques. The ability of proteins to dramatically change
drophobic collapse.conformation is the essence of such amyloidoses, but
In principle, any polypeptide chain is capable of form-our current knowledge of the structure of proteins in
ing a right-handedhelix, as there is no essential patternamyloid plaques is severely limited. Chris Dobson in an
of residues needed to form these structures (thoughexcellent article in Nature suggests that in amyloidoses,
certain like-on-like stacks is a recurrent theme). Anyproteins may revert to a primordial structure rather than
lengths of sequence incompatible with the architectureremaining in their evolved uniquely folded states [1].
can spill out as loops between the core  strands. ByDobson argues that in old age, we see the imperfections
comparison, the left-handed structures all have tightlyin the mechanisms evolved to maintain proteins in their
packed isoleucines at their cores, and the packing offolded states, and as we are now living longer than ever
these chiral side chains may account for the hand. Inbefore, we are entering uncharted evolutionary territory.
the chaotic world of protein misfolding, left- and right-Other factors such as those linked with the recent bovine
handed, and parallel and antiparallel arrangements mayspongiform encephalopathy epidemic in Britain can also
all occur, but the innate tendency of the polypeptidelead to protein misfolding and disease. Dobson sug-
chain to form right-handed structures may still havegests the primordial protein structure lingers because
an influence leading to structures similar to an evolvedthe main chain of the polypeptide is preserved as a
right-handed parallel  helix. As underlined by Wetzel,common feature in all natural proteins. But what might
the  helix of the evolved proteins is prevented fromthis primordial protein structure be? A recent paper by
propagating by N- and C-terminal caps [3, 6].Max Perutz [2] and a review in Structure by Ron Wetzel
The parallel  helix fulfils the requirements of an un-[3] suggest and consider possible structures.
derlying primordial structure of amyloid: it has intrinsicPerutz and colleagues propose a model for the poly-
“cross- structure,” and could in principle accommo-glutamine aggregates of Huntington’s disease and sug-
date any protein sequence within its architecture bygest this model may represent the structure of a variety
variation in the length of the loops that spill out betweenof amyloid fibrils [2]. Perutz’s model comprises a poly-
peptide chain wrapped around a cylindrical template to adjacent turns of the helix. Main chain hydrogen bonding
form a  cylinder or nanotube with a curved  sheet is key to its structure, a characteristic compatible with
and with 20 residues per helical turn. The inside of the a primordial fold dependent on the conserved backbone
nanotube is filled with water. The hydrogen-bonded of natural proteins. Polyglutamine may be circular in
polypeptide chain runs perpendicular to the fiber axis, cross-section and lack external loops, but for most amy-
a structure that is referred to as “cross- structure,” loid-forming sequences, a degree of hydrophobic col-
with the hydrogen-bonded polypeptide chains normal lapse of the cross-section and loop spilling of incompati-
to the fiber axis, giving rise to the 4.75 A˚ meridional ble sequences would be anticipated. A collapse in
reflection (observed reflection parallel to fiber axis). An cross-section of the helix is consistent with the occur-
even number of residues per turn was chosen for this rence of the 10 A˚ equatorial reflection seen in fiber dif-
model so the glutamine residues can form hydrogen- fraction images from nonpolyglutamine amyloid pro-
bonded zippers both inside and outside the  cylinder. teins. There are, of course, many alternative models of
In his review in Structure, Wetzel highlights the similarity amyloid fibrils, but as highlighted by Wetzel [3], the 
of this model to the observed parallel  helix proteins helix is a simple model that accounts for the experimen-
tal observations of the underlying architecture of am-
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